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ABSTRACT: The aim of this study was the analysis and simulation of the life cycle of a bifurcating thunderstorm that

passed over Beijing, China, on 22 July 2015. Data from 150 surface weather sites and an S-band radar were used in con-

junction withWRF simulations that used its multilevel Building Environment Parameterization (BEP) urbanization option.

The Urban-case simulation used Beijing land-use information, and the NoUrban one replaced all urban areas by croplands.

The Urban case correctly simulated both the observed weak 10-m winds over Beijing (,1.0m s21) and the weak 2-m urban

heat island (,0.58C). Observed radar and rain gauge data, as well as the Urban-case results, all showed precipitation

bifurcation aroundBeijing, withmaximum accumulations in convergent flow areas on either side of the city. TheUrban case

also reproduced the observed precipitation minima over the urban area and in a downwind rain shadow. The observations

and Urban-case results both also showed bifurcated flow, even when the storm was still upwind of Beijing. The subsequent

bifurcated precipitation areas thus each moved along a preexisting flow branch. Urban-case vertical sections showed

downwardmotion in the divergence areas over the urban core and upwardmotions over the lateral convergence zones, both

up to 6 km. Given that the NoUrban case showed none of these features, these differences demonstrate how the impact of

cities can extend upward into deep local convection. Additional case-study simulations are needed tomore fully understand

urban storm bifurcation mechanisms in this and other storms for cities in a variety of climates.

KEYWORDS: Rainfall; Anthropogenic effects; Numerical analysis/modeling; Urban meteorology

1. Introduction

Many investigations of the complex ways in which urban

areas impact weather and climate have been carried out, and

thus urban areas are known to modify temperatures, humidity,

wind, and precipitation (Dou and Miao 2017; Oke et al. 2017;

Zhang et al. 2019; An et al. 2020). Uncertainties, however,

remain about urban impacts on precipitation (Shepherd 2013;

Han et al. 2014; Mitra and Shepherd 2016). Urban effects on

precipitation were the focus of the classic 1970s Metropolitan

Meteorological Experiment (METROMEX) climatological

field study, which investigated summer convective rainfall over

Saint Louis, Missouri. Observations showed precipitation in-

creases within the city and at 50–75 km downwind, as sum-

marized by Changnon et al. (1991). Similar results for other

cities were also seen by Shepherd et al. (2002) and Schlünzen
et al. (2010).

Radar observations by Haberlie et al. (2015), however,

showed only the existence of urban heat island (UHI) initiated

isolated convective events over Atlanta, Georgia. The radar

observations of Bornstein and LeRoy (1990) for New York

City (NYC), New York, over two summers and by Bornstein

and Lin (2000) for five events over Atlanta showed individual

storms either initiated by an UHI or bifurcated by the building

barrier, that is, a building induced splitting upwind of an urban

area, followed by movement around the city, and then down-

wind merging. Deflecting or bifurcation of storms were also

observed in Berlin by Lorenz et al. (2019), while the observa-

tions by Niyogi et al. (2011) showed storms that were either

initiated, dissipated, intensified, or bifurcated over Indianapolis,

Indiana. Regional-scale observations of urban increases on

precipitation have also been carried out in China (Luo et al.

2016; Wu et al. 2019; Jiang et al. 2020). Beijing, China, has also

shown urban modifications; for example, Wu et al. (2000) and

Sun et al. (2006) both showed UHI related increases in short

duration precipitation over the city of Beijing and downwind.

To address the ‘‘conflicting’’ impacts (i.e., downwind vs

overcity maxima), Bornstein (2011) hypothesized that strong

UHIs initiate convective activity (and thus produce a city

center precipitation maximum) during periods with near-calm

regional flows. During strong wind and weak UHI conditions,

however, moving storms bifurcate, producing precipitation

minima over and downwind of cities (i.e., an urban rain-

shadow effect). It also produces maxima, both in the lateral

boundary convergence zones around the city (where the bi-

furcated flows converge with the undisturbed flows) and in

their downwind reconvergence region. He thus identified UHI

intensity as the key determinant as to which of the two impacts

occurs (while synoptic flow direction determines where it oc-

curs), as it integrates the urban impacts on energy fluxes, wind,

and stability. This hypothesis thus identified the specific urban

impacts producing each of the above effects: downwind urban

edge maxima ofMETROMEX, city center maxima (Bornstein

and Lin 2000), and bifurcation (Niyogi et al. 2011). Bornstein

(2011) did not evaluate the UHI magnitude for each of his

NYC cases, he just assumed it as the key parameter. He did

note, however, that the value would vary from city to city,

dependent on city size and morphology.

Dou et al. (2015), however, did a climatological analysis of

many Beijing summer storms, which included evaluation of theCorresponding author: Jingjing Dou, jjdou@ium.cn
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UHI magnitude for each. Results showed it (in conjunction

with regional flow direction) as the key determinant of

which urban effect will predominate. They found an average

UHI value of 1.258C in the summer for Beijing. Storms with

UHI values greater than this average induced or strength-

ened thunderstorm formation, which produced an enhanced

maximum of precipitation over central Beijing. Weaker

UHIs (than this average), however, produced storms that

bifurcated over Beijing, producing minima over both the

urban center and in a downwind urban rain shadow. Maxima

were also seen along the downwind lateral edges of the

urban area.

Modeling allows for controlled experiments to character-

ize urban processes for weather and climate applications

(Chen et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2019; Zhang 2020). A study with

the fifth-generation Pennsylvania State University–National

Center forAtmospheric ResearchMesoscaleModel (MM5) by

Craig and Bornstein (2002) showed a storm arising from UHI

induced convergence into Atlanta. The rain was centered over

the city, while a second simulation without the city produced

no storm. Simulations of two storms over Atlanta by Shem and

Shepherd (2009) used the Weather Research and Forecast

(WRF) Model with its Noah land-use scheme, which repre-

sents urban areas by only changes in surface parameters.

Results showed UHI initiation in one case and urban en-

hancement in the other. Li et al. (2013) usedWRF linked to its

Single Layer Urban Canopy Model (SLUCM; Kusaka et al.

2001) to investigate precipitation patterns during a summer

storm over Baltimore, Maryland. Similar case-study simula-

tions of nonbifurcating summer storms over Beijing have

been carried out, for example, WRF-SLUCM simulations by

Zhong and Yang (2015). Use of the WRF multilevel Building

Environment Parameterization (BEP; Martilli et al. 2002) by

Yu and Liu (2015) showed that Beijing produced up- and

downstream precipitation increases that are due to enhanced

urban heat fluxes.

Simulations of bifurcating storms over Beijing have also

been carried out; for example, the use of MM5 by Guo et al.

(2006) for a weak UHI case showed upwind bifurcation.

Simulations by Miao et al. (2011) with WRF-SLUCM showed

that early urbanization decreased maximum rainfall over the

city due to urban surface dryness. Further urbanization pro-

duced additional decreases as storms started to bifurcate

around Beijing. Zhang et al. (2017) simulated two Beijing

summer storms with the same model pair and showed con-

trasting urban effects under strong and weak UHI conditions,

that is, initiation versus bifurcation, respectively.

Whereas previous modeling case studies have investigated

urban impacts on bifurcating summer convective storms,

the present study is the first (to our knowledge) to do so with

WRF and its multilevel BEP urbanized scheme. The study is

thus able to investigate the fine-temporal-scale (15min) dy-

namic details of a well-documented, clear signal, bifurcating

summer storm over Beijing during weak UHI conditions.

Detailed analyses of the observed and simulated urban pre-

cipitation patterns are carried out, and some simulated plan-

etary boundary layer (PBL) dynamical processes producing

the urban impacts are investigated.

2. Data and model description

The intensive 2014–19 Beijing Study of Urban Impacts on

Rainfall and Fog/Haze (SURF) Project was organized by the

Institute of Urban Meteorology (IUM). The Institute is in

Beijing and is both a China Meteorological Administration

(CMA) urban PBL research center and an operational WRF

numerical weather prediction (NWP) forecast center (Liang

et al. 2018). The study was carried out to better understand and

model interactions between urban, topographic, PBL, and

convective processes for both summer storm events and winter

high concentration aerosol events.

One of the largest metropolitan regions worldwide, the

greater Beijing area (GBA) is in the north China plain

(Fig. 1a), east of the TaihangMountains, and south of the more

distant Yanshan Mountains (Fig. 1b). Urban Beijing has un-

dergone significant growth (at the expense of its surrounding

cropland) during the past several decades (Dou et al. 2014),

and its built-up area has increased from 500 to 1300 km2 during

2000–15 (Wang et al. 2010) while its population increased from

14 to 22 million (Beijing Municipal Bureau of Statistics 2016).

Its transportation system includes six concentric automobile

ring roads (RRs), with the areas within each having different

population and building densities (Jacobson et al. 2015). The

densest/tallest buildings and most populated areas are mainly

within RR 4 (Kuang and Du 2011), located 8 km from the city

center and with approximate circumference of about 65 km.

a. Data description

A 22 July 2015 thunderstorm that occurred around sunset is

analyzed and simulated in the current study, as it provides a

well-documented SURF event with apparent urban impacts.

Routine weather data were obtained from the Meteorological

Information Centre of the Beijing Meteorological Service,

including automatic weather station (AWS) observations

and radar reflectivity from the S-band radar at the Beijing

Observatory (BJO; Fig. 1b). Concurrent 2-m temperature T

and specific humidity q; 10-m wind direction and speed V; and

rainfall amounts were collected at 15-min intervals from 150

AWS sites in the study area (Fig. 1c). Distances between the

AWS sites average 3 and 5 km in the urban and rural areas,

respectively, and all stations within RR 4 were assumed to be

‘‘urban’’ in the following analyses. Temperature and wind speed

observationswere interpolated to grid points followingCressman

(1959) for easier comparison with model output parameters.

b. Model description

The WRF NWP system at IUM was used in the study, along

with its version ofWRF-BEP, herein referred to as uWRF. The

uWRF computational domain (d02; Fig. 1a) has 50 vertical

levels of varying depth, with 13 below 1 km to provide a high

resolution within the PBL. Its horizontal grid resolution is

3 km, with 550 3 424 cells centered on urban Beijing. This

domain is embedded within the larger IUM operational 9-km

WRF Model domain (d01), which covers all of China with

649 3 400 grid cells and 50 vertical layers.

The following WRF parameterization options were used in

both domains, based on evaluations by Fan et al. (2009, 2013)
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of results from past 9-kmWRF ensemble forecasts for Beijing:

Thompson et al. (2004) microphysics; Mlawer et al. (1997)

RapidRadiative TransferModel (RRTM) longwave radiation;

Dudhia (1989) shortwave radiation; andBouLac PBL (Bougeault

and Lacarrere 1989), a turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) closure.

The Kain–Fritsch cumulus parameterization (Kain 2004) was

used only in d01.

TheNoah land surface parameterization (Ek et al. 2003) was

used to simulate soil moisture and temperature in four layers

for all surface grid areas in d01 and for the nonurban fractions

of d02 urban cells. The BEP parameterization was used for

the urban fractions of d02 cells. Resulting fluxes within mixed

land-use grid cells were blended together (based on fractional

coverage) to produce an effective flux used to calculate an

effective 2-m temperature; see Martilli et al. (2002) for details.

BEP does not overparameterize building barrier impacts by

treating the entire urban area as a single solid object [as done in

Bornstein et al. (1993)], an approach that thus does not allow

for the parameterizations of the wind flow between urban

structures. BEP also does not parameterize a city by only

treating it as only as a rough surface (as in Noah and SLUCM).

It rather parameterizes urban areas as a more realistic porous

flowmedia, which produces more accurate reductions of urban

10-m and PBL wind speeds (Martilli et al. 2002). This technique

has been long used in engineering fluid dynamics (e.g., Wilson

and Shaw 1977; Ayotte et al. 1999), and Salamanca et al. (2010)

showed that the BEP urbanization scheme produces more

accurate UHIs.

All 2D gridded surface-energy balance parameters (e.g.,

albedo, emissivity, and urbanized surface area fractions)

required for the Noah or BEP schemes for the current sim-

ulations are obtained for each urban and rural land-use class

from default WRF lookup-table values for urban areas

(Table 1). While not specific to Beijing, the values are gen-

erally reasonable (Oke 1987, 1988). Its 5% urban albedo a,

however, is low by about a factor of 2 (Bailey et al. 1997),

consistent with the Beijing flux tower observations that

likewise show an a of about 0.1 (Miao et al. 2012). The cur-

rent underestimation of urban a will thus increase our sim-

ulated WRF urban air temperatures (Krayenhoff and Voogt

2010), producing an overestimation of UHI intensity. If

we had noticed the lookup-table error and had used

a higher a, our UHI would have decreased, thus reinforcing

our results of no UHI initiation of convection. Evaluation of

predicted versus observed early evening UHI values (dis-

cussed in the results section) shows that both values were

similar and weak. Most important, the thunderstorm pre-

cipitation in our case occurred at about 2000 local standard

FIG. 1. Maps of the (a) outer 9-km (d01) and inner 3-km (d02; black-outlined rectangle) WRF domains, with

provincial boundaries (irregular black lines) and observational study area (red dot). (b) The greater Beijing and

surrounding region, with topographic heights h (m; color shading), city districts (gray lines), observational study

area (black-outlined rectangle), RR 4 (red line), andBeijingObservatory (BJO; black dot). (c) Observational study

area with AWS observational sites (dots) and topographic heights h (m; green shades).
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time (LST), a time when solar energy impacts had been

minimal for several hours.

For the current research effort, two simulations were carried

out. The ‘‘Urban case’’ used the high-resolution (30-m pixel

size) Landsat-5 TM-derived land-use classification in Liu et al.

(2015) for the observational study area (Fig. 1c). These data are

provided to the Noah and BEP algorithms, with their input

gridded percentages for each rural and urban land-use cate-

gory, respectively, in Fig. 2a. The number of classes was ex-

panded from the original 18 in Noah to include three new BEP

urban types (i.e., low- and high-density residential and com-

mercial), which replaced the single Noah urban class 1. Note

that the high-density urban type is centered within RR 4 and

that the other two classes extend out from this area to the

northwest and northeast of this central core. The prescribed

distribution of building heights for each urban class is given

in Table 2.

For the ‘‘NoUrban’’ simulation, the areas of all three urban

classes within the GBA were replaced by cropland (Fig. 2b),

with the central replacement area occupying about 30 by 30

horizontal grid points. Cropland is the current dominant land

use surrounding Beijing (see Fig. 2a) and the class that occu-

pied the area upon which the city developed. This replacement

procedure has been used in most similar urban-impact case

studies (e.g., Shem and Shepherd 2009). The area of urban

Beijing turned into cropland in the NoUrban simulation is

hereinafter referred to as nonurban Beijing.

For the current research effort, output from the (continu-

ous) operational IUMWRF forecast system provided the 3-km

initial conditions (ICs) and boundary conditions (BCs) in an

offline, one-way feedback mode for both the Urban and

NoUrban simulations. The simulations used assimilated data

from the AWS sites, S-band radar, ground-based global posi-

tioning systemmeteorology network, radiosondes, and aircraft

meteorological data relay system. The simulations were warm

started at 1400 LST (5UTC 1 8 h) and run for 10 h, with the

operational 3-km WRF-SLUCM fields at 1400 LST used as

the ICs for both the Urban and NoUrban d02 simulations.

The warm-start procedure minimizes the urban impacts from

SLUCM to the now rural PBL, because they quickly dissipate

as a result of PBL turbulence. For the Urban case, the urban

impacts are rapidly augmented and spread throughout the PBL

by the turbulent transfer mechanisms associated with the

multilevel BEP urbanization scheme.

c. Model evaluation and graphics

Quantitative evaluation of the Urban-case results against

observations involved the following AWS data from the

TABLE 1. Energy parameters as a function of building facet, but as independent of building category.

Parameter facet

Heat capacity

(106 Jm23 K21)

Thermal conductivity

(J m21 s21 K21) Surface albedo (—) Surface emissivity (—)

Walls 1.75 1.5 0.05 0.98

Roofs 1.75 1.2 0.05 0.90

Ground 1.75 1.5 0.05 0.98

FIG. 2. Noah land-use classification maps for the greater Beijing area of Fig. 1b for the (a) Urban and

(b) NoUrbanWRF simulations. Class-1 urban pixels have been replaced by three new urban classes (31–33), RR 4

is the black-outlined square, and city district lines are shown by thinner black lines.
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pre-precipitation period (1500–1700 LST): 2-m T and q and

10-m V. All statistics are domain averages over the observa-

tional study area (Fig. 1c), while urban versus rural accuracies

are qualitative estimates from observed versus simulated

spatial patterns. The statistics include bias, root-mean-square

error (RMSE), and hit rate (HR; Schlunzen and Katzfey

2003); HR is the fraction of model predictions within pre-

specified error bars, herein set as 18C for T, 1 m s21 for V, and

1 g kg21 for q, being the ‘‘strict’’ accuracies suggested by Cox

et al. (1998). Surface precipitation predictions, however, are

evaluated by true skill statistic (TSS) values, also known as

the Hanssen and Kuipers discriminant. It incorporates ‘‘cor-

rect rejections’’ and provides a holistic measure of forecast

performance (for additional details see https://cawcr.gov.au/

projects/verification/).

The component of the simulated horizontal-wind V pro-

jected into the plane of vertical cross sections (Vc) was calcu-

lated as follows:

V
c
5u cosa1 y sina , (1)

where u and y are the west–east and south–north components

of V, respectively, and a is now the angle between the vertical

plane and the west–east direction. In all cross sections with

wind vectors, the plotted horizontal component is Vc, whereas

the vertical component is 5 times w (for clarity).

3. Observed results

a. Observed synoptic conditions

Near-surface synoptic conditions at 1400 LST 22 July

(Fig. 3a) show a synoptic-scale convergence line over the GBA

with synoptic-scale high pressure centers to its northwest and

southeast. The convergence resulted from the northwesterly

and southeasterly flows from the two highs, respectively. By

2000 LST the line had just passed the GBA (Fig. 3b). This

convergence line will be shown below to be associated with the

precipitation area that subsequently passed over Beijing.

The only available rawinsonde sounding was at 2000 LST

(Fig. 4) at BJO, located about 50 km southeast of the center

of Beijing (Fig. 1b). The sounding, taken just after the storm

passed Beijing, shows the lifting condensation level (LCL) at

1023m, convective condensation level (CCL) at 1219m, and

level of free convection (LFC) at 2146m. Dry-adiabatic con-

ditions exists up to the LCL, with conditionally unstable con-

ditions (temperature lapse rate of about 68C km21) then up

to the tropopause. Its CAPE value to 12 km was 816 J kg21,

indicative of weak convective conditions for Beijing (Sun

et al. 2015). Wind speeds were small throughout the tropo-

sphere, with a peak of only 27m s21 at the tropopause. Near-

surface winds were southwesterly while those above 4.5 km

were westerly, indicative of a normal midlatitude westerly

shear at these elevations. Between these layers was a weak

northerly flow transition zone of about 2m s21 at 1.5 km. The

weak synoptic forcing of this case allows for mesoscale fea-

tures, such as those from urban areas, to become more evident

(Pielke 2013).

b. Observed winds and precipitation

The observed 1800 LST S-band radar reflectivity Zr at an

elevation of 1.5 km showed a convective system in the moun-

tain areas northwest of Beijing (figure not shown). An hour

later (Fig. 5a), the system moved into the GBA, with the most

intense echoes closest to the Beijing urban area. By 2000 LST

(Fig. 5b) the system was more organized and had moved

TABLE 2. Building heights h (m) and percentages (%) for each

urban category.

Category

h (m)

Commercial

(%)

High-density

residential (%)

Low-density

residential (%)

5 — — 15

10 — 20 70

15 10 60 15

20 25 20 —

25 40 — —

30 25 — —

FIG. 3. CMA synoptic sea level charts on 22 Jul showing pressure (0.5-hPa increment) and wind velocity (1 full

barb 5 4m s21) for (a) 1400 and (b) 2000 LST. Also shown are the greater Beijing area (red outline) and sub-

jectively located synoptic flow convergence lines (brown).
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southeastward toward the city, with its strongest echoes just

reaching Beijing. After another hour (Fig. 5c) the strongest

echoes had moved even farther ahead of the stratiform region

and had bifurcated around the city. Note that the main con-

vective line behind these echoes shows no significant forward

movement in the 2 h since Fig. 5a, indicative of its strong to-

pographic forcing.

The concurrent 2000 LST location of the regional surface

convergence line from Fig. 3b shows it about 120 km southeast

of the 1.5-km-level radar echo centerline (Fig. 5b). A more

detailed spatial and temporal (24min) echo patterns during

the bifurcation period (1948–2036 LST) is shown in Figs. 5d–f.

The strongest echoes at 1948 LST (Fig. 5d) are at the western

mountain edge north of Beijing. A slowing of the storm

section upwind of the center of the city is visible, consistent

with the upwind urban impacts of NYC on the radar echoes

in Bornstein and LeRoy (1990). The storm moves to the

northern urban edge at 2012 LST (Fig. 5e), where it shows

partial bifurcation, with complete bifurcation apparent by 2036

LST (Fig. 5f).

Concurrent observed AWS surface precipitation data

show a similar evolution as the radar echoes. The single cell

north of Beijing at 1915 LST (Fig. 6a) moved to its northeast

corner by 2000 LST (Fig. 6b), with several smaller centers

around the main cell. By 2015 LST (Fig. 6c) the storm core has

bifurcated, with one cell on either side of the city. During the

next 15min the western cell intensified, while the eastern one

fragments (Fig. 6d). By 2100 LST (Fig. 6e), one cell each is

located southeast and southwest (stronger of the two) of Beijing,

while a northern fragment remained behind and weakened. By

2115 LST (Fig. 6f) both bifurcated cells have weakened.

The observed AWS storm-total accumulated precipitation

during 1800–2200 LST (Fig. 7) shows a maximum north of

Beijing; reduced accumulation directly south of that, but still

north of the city; and bifurcated maxima on both sides of

Beijing. These results are consistent with those from the cli-

matological study of Dou et al. (2015), which focused on storms

passing south to north across Beijing.

Observed AWS 10-m winds at 1900 LST (Fig. 8a) show a

southeasterly regional flow in the southeastern part of the

domain. A separate more organized regional southwesterly

flow in the southwestern part of the domain bifurcates around

Beijing. While the storm was still over the mountainous area

northwest of the city (outside this domain), its 10-m north-

westerly outflow has moved into the area, producing a local

outflow gust front where it meets both regional flows. The

concurrent divergence pattern (Fig. 8b) showed a strong con-

vergence (up to 26 1024 s21) along the outflow front, with

equally strong divergence behind it.

By 1945 LST, the gust front was over Beijing (Fig. 8c). The

now stronger northwesterly flow behind it, and the southeast-

erly flow ahead of it, both bifurcate around the city, breaking

the front. Concurrent divergence values (Fig. 8d) show a now

weaker (4.5 vs 6.03 1024 s21) maximum behind the front. The

convergence maxima on both sides of Beijing were also that

much weaker, while the urban core shows a small area of weak

FIG. 4. Observed lowest 15 kmof rawinsonde at BJO (location in Fig. 1b) at 2000 LST 22 Jul

2015. Temperature (8C; solid line), dewpoint temperature (8C; dashed line), and wind velocity
(1 full barb5 8m s21) are plotted vs pressure (hPa). Points A, B, C, and D coincide with the

surface, 1.5, 3, and 6 km, respectively, and the LFC, CCL, and LCL are discussed in the text.
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divergence (1.5 3 1024 s21). By 2000 LST (Fig. 8e), the gust

front had re-formed southeast of Beijing, with even faster

northwesterly winds and with the still slower southeasterly flow.

Placement of the concurrent 2000 LST AWS precipitation

pattern from Fig. 6b on the flow pattern of Fig. 8e reinforces

the above conclusion that the convergence zone is the thun-

derstorm outflow gust front. The high speeds over Beijing thus

result from outflow from the strongest precipitating cell at the

northwest edge of the city. The locations (relative to the front),

as well as the magnitudes of the maximum convergence and

divergence areas (Fig. 8f), remain unchanged. Note that the

concurrent lowest-level BJO radiosonde (location shown in

Fig. 8e) southwesterly winds in Fig. 4 are consistent with the

prefrontal winds near that site.

4. Simulation results

a. Near-surface winds and temperatures before

precipitation event

At 1700LST, before the storm reachedBeijing, theNoUrban-

case regional 10-m wind vectors (Fig. 9b) show a speed

(.3m s21) southeasterly flow in the southeastern part of the

domain. This shifts to a lower-speed (about 2m s21), generally

southerly flow over the rest of the domain, with a return to

higher speeds over the western mountains. Corresponding

Urban-case values (Fig. 9a) show a similar overall pattern, but

with a clear speed minimum (,1m s21) over Beijing and a

tendency for a divergent flow around the city.

The minimum is also seen in the differences in Fig. 9d, which

show a maximum reduction of about 1.5m s21 over central

Beijing, along with generally smaller reductions over the lo-

calized commercial areas north of the city (see Fig. 2a). Given

the simulated southerly flow direction south of Beijing, the

largest reductions are generally over and downwind of the city

in an arc-shaped pattern. This location is indicative of advec-

tive effects, and perhaps with a downwind bifurcation of low

speed momentum. The corresponding 10-m AWS wind speed

observations (Fig. 9c) show that the Urban-case simulation

reproduced the urban speed minimum, as well its downwind

impact. The minimum is due to the correct parameterization in

uWRF-BEP of both the urban increased z0 and building-

barrier impacts. The observed vectors in Fig. 9c show a

FIG. 5. Observed (1.5-km level) S-band radar reflectivity Zr (dBZ; colors) at (a) 1900, (b) 2000, and (c) 2100 LST

22 Jul for the greater Beijing area and at (d) 1948, (e) 2012, and (f) 2036 LST for a zoomed-in area centered on urban

Beijing. The black-outlined squares are RR 4, and the brown line in (b) is the synoptic convergence line of Fig. 3.

Topography is shown in grays in (a)–(c) and greens in (d)–(f).
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somewhat stronger divergent flow around Beijing than the

simulated ones.

Concurrent NoUrban-case 2m temperatures at 1700 LST

(Fig. 10b) show minimum values (as expected) over the

higher mountains west of nonurban Beijing as well as maxima

values to the south (also expected) and in the basin east of

the mountains. Corresponding Urban-case values (Fig. 10a)

show a similar pattern in the nonurban areas around Beijing. A

near uniform urban temperature exists within RR 4 of about

318C. Concurrent differences (Fig. 10d) show a near-uniform

weak UHI (,0.58C), arbitrarily defined herein as the Urban-

case minus NoUrban-case values within RR 4. The weakness

resulted from the regional cloudiness on this day. Concurrent

observed AWS values (Fig. 10c) show that while both simu-

lations captured the maximum values in the basin east of the

mountains, they both overestimated the nonurban values in the

western domain by up to 28C. The overestimation thus

probably results from the large-scale lateral BCs and not from

the urbanization scheme in uWRF.

Evaluation of the UHI at this time is not so clear, that is, the

observations in Fig. 10c show the air north of Beijing warmer

than that over the city by about 0.58C, while a west to east

comparison through Beijing shows a uniform temperature

across the city within RR 4, with an observed UHI of, 0.758C.
The differences between the two WRF simulations (Fig. 10d)

likewise show a uniform temperature increase (i.e., UHI)

within RR 4 over the city in the Urban-case of about only ,
0.58C. Use of a better (i.e., higher) urban albedo in the Urban-

case simulation (as discussed above in the methodology sec-

tion) would have produced an even lower simulated UHI. The

observed and simulated estimates are thus similar and both

below 1.258C, the climatological value that Dou et al. (2015)

found necessary for UHI initiation of thunderstorms over

Beijing.

FIG. 6. Observed 15-min AWS surface precipitation P values [mm (15min)21; color shades, with nonuniform

intervals] over the greater Beijing area at (a) 1915, (b) 2000, (c) 2015, (d) 2030, (e) 2100, and (f) 2115 LST 22 Jul.
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Figure 11 shows the vertical distribution of the simulated

UHI values at 1700 LST, defined as temperatures from

Urban case minus NoUrban case. The section is along the

northwest to southeast line in Fig. 14c. Results show a weak

near-uniform UHI value (,0.38C) over Beijing, consistent
with both the 2-m WRF differences of Fig. 10d and AWS

observations of Fig. 10c. This value remains consistent to a

height of about 1.3 km, which can be used to define the PBL

depth over Beijing at this time. The UHI at the surface and

at the PBL top are both advected to the area northwest of

the city, implying that the concurrent near-surface south-

easterly flow of Fig. 9a extends throughout the PBL. A layer

of cooler urban air (,0.258C) exists above the PBL, con-

sistent with the urban cool island or ‘‘cross over layer’’ first

identified in observations over NYC by Bornstein (1968). In

summary, the current UHI value is well below the 1.258C
value that the observations of Dou et al. (2015) identified as

required for possible thunderstorm initiation over Beijing,

and the results are in agreement with Bornstein (2011) who

first hypothesized that weak UHIs would produce bifurcating

storms.

Table 3 summarizes the evaluation of the mean (averaged

over the entire observational study area) prerainfall (1500–

1700 LST) uWRF results against the 150 corresponding AWS

observations. The temperature bias is small (0.278C), and its

RMSE is about 18C, while its HR is moderate at 0.67. The

specific humidity bias is also small (20.25 g kg21), while its

RMSE is 0.75 g kg21. Its relative errors are thus both excellent,

and its HR is 0.83. While the speed bias of 0.86m s21 and

RMSE of 1.6m s21 are not excessive, the low observed mean

speeds indicate large relative errors.

These results, in combination with the speeds of Fig. 9a

versus Fig. 9c, imply that the speed errors in Table 3 must be

mostly at the rural sites. The comparably small HR (of 0.57)

for V is due to the complex flow structures within urban

areas, which cannot be perfectly simulated by the uWRF

building parameterization. In summary, prefrontal near-

surface conditions in the Beijing area were generally well de-

picted by uWRF.

b. Precipitation event

The simulated Urban-case precipitation area at 1900 LST

(not shown) was over the mountain areas northwest of Beijing,

but 45min later it was just north of the city (Fig. 12a vs Fig. 6a).

Absent an urban building barrier effect, the NoUrban-case

precipitation (Fig. 12b) has moved too far southward to a po-

sition over northeastern nonurban Beijing. The Urban-case

precipitation diminished by 2000 LST (Fig. 12c) as it moved

farther southward and started to bifurcate around the city. The

bifurcation is more advanced by 2015 LST (Fig. 12e), while the

cells on both sides of the city have increased in aerial extent. By

2030 LST (Fig. 12g) both cells have mostly passed the city and

the eastern cell has started to bend in behind Beijing. During

the same 45min (Figs. 12d,f,h), the NoUrban-case cells pass

over nonurban Beijing and fragment.

Comparison with the concurrent AWS observations (Fig. 6),

shows that uWRF has captured the main features of the life

cycle of the bifurcating storm. It has, however, overestimated

its aerial extent north of Beijing (Fig. 12a). As the concurrent

NoUrban-case results (Fig. 12b) also overestimate this aerial

extent, the same large-scale lateral BCs for both simulations

are probably the source of the error. The Urban-case simula-

tions also, however, move the eastern cell too fast southward

and overestimate its strength along its bifurcating trajectory.

The total accumulated precipitation for the Urban case

during 1800–2200 LST (Fig. 13a) shows areas with strong

rainfall north of Beijing, lower precipitation over the northern

half of the city, strong bifurcation, and a rain shadow south of

the city. The northern maximum is of the same magnitude

(60mm), but more organized than, the observations of Fig. 7,

while the uWRF bifurcation areas are larger in both extent and

magnitude (50 vs 20mm) than the observations, especially in

the eastern cell. The bifurcation angle (i.e., between the cen-

terlines of each cell) is smaller than the observed value of

Fig. 7. This underestimation results from the fact that the

Urban-case eastern cell is too weakly bifurcated during its

trajectory around Beijing, perhaps because of underestimation

of its WRF lookup-table building densities.

The corresponding NoUrban accumulation results (Fig. 13b)

also overestimate the areal extent of the northern accumula-

tion region, again implying that the input lateral BCs (and not

uWRF) is the source of this error. This simulation also moved

the storm directly over nonurban Beijing, and it thus does not

reproduce the observed bifurcation areas. The simulated dif-

ferences (Fig. 13c) also clearly highlight the bifurcated rain

areas as well as the reduced rainfall region over central Beijing.

The area of minimum accumulation over the northern half

of Beijing in both the observations (Fig. 7) and uWRF results

(Fig. 13a) implies that the storm first weakened in a divergent

north to south flow around the city (discussed below). It then

restrengthened in lateral convergence zones, in which the bi-

furcated flows converged with the undisturbed flows on both

sides of the city, again in agreement with bifurcating storms

over NYC in Bornstein and LeRoy (1990). The BEP scheme is

thus able to first impact the storm while its main precipitating

area was still north of Beijing (Fig. 13a vs Fig. 13b) and then to

FIG. 7. AWS observations on 22 Jul of total accumulated (1800–

2200 LST) precipitation P (mm; color shades, with nonuniform

intervals). Also shown are the key topographic heights of 200 and

500m (green lines) and RR 4 (red square).
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bifurcate its precipitation, even with its apparent too weak

building densities.

Quantitative evaluation of the Urban-case precipitation

results (Table 4) shows its TSS values as a function of five

prescribed threshold total accumulation amounts P. The TSS

value for precipitation occurrence (P $ 0.1mm, regardless of

magnitude) is high at 75%, as uWRF correctly predicted rain

anytime during the event at 126 of 157 sites. It also predicted

rain at 29 sites where no rain occurred, while it failed to cor-

rectly predict rain at only two sites.

Simulation accuracy decreased with increased P threshold,

and thus uWRF did poorest (only 3% accuracy) for the

highest threshold (P$ 50mm), beyond which uWRF matched

observations at only one site and overpredicted at 27 others.

Overprediction dominance relative to underprediction (as

percent of cases) is seen for allP thresholds. Its value increased

to 90% with increasing P value, while underprediction peaked

at only 16% for P $ 10mm. Overprediction was especially

strong in the two bifurcating cells (Fig. 13a vs Fig. 7).

c. PBL structure

The 1900 LST NoUrban-case winds at the 10-m level

(Fig. 14b) show that the storm outflow confluence zone has

entered the domain and is at the northwest corner of nonurban

Beijing, bringing a strong (up to 9m s21) northerly outflow. A

local divergent vortex exists southwest of nonurban Beijing,

FIG. 8. Observational study area (Fig. 1c) 10-mAWSwind speeds (1 full barb5 1m s21) at (a) 1900, (c) 1945, and

(e) 2000 LST 22 Jul and their corresponding diagnostic 10-m divergences (1024 s21) at (b) 1900, (d) 1945, and

(f) 2000 LST. Also shown are BJO [red dot in (e)], topographic heights h (m; green shades), andmaximum negative

convergence (C) and positive divergence (D) centers as well as subjectively located local storm outflow gust fronts

(brown dashed lines), local flows (blue arrows), and observed precipitation [mm (15min)21; color shades, with

nonuniform intervals] in (e).
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and the regional southeast synoptic flow is only about 3m s21,

as it was 2 h previous in the NoUrban simulation of Fig. 9b. The

corresponding Urban case (Fig. 14a) shows the confluence

zone retarded by Beijing, even as it is still north of the city. Its

location is thus closer to the concurrent observations of Fig. 8a

than in the NoUrban case. Speeds over Beijing are reduced

(as 2 h earlier in Fig. 9a) by about 1.5m s21.

By 1915 LST, the NoUrban-case winds (Fig. 14d) show the

confluence zone directly over central nonurban Beijing, with

the local divergent vortex still southwest of nonurban Beijing.

Corresponding Urban-case winds (Fig. 14c) show a similar

pattern, but with the front still correctly retarded by the city. A

tendency for divergent flow out from and around the city is

seen north of Beijing.

By 1930 LST the NoUrban-case winds (Fig. 14f) show that

the confluence zone has moved to the southern edge of

the nonurban Beijing. In the corresponding Urban case

(Fig. 14e), the confluence zone has also passed the city, but

has broken into two parts, as in the nearly concurrent ob-

servations in Fig. 8c. The flow continues to show a tendency

to diverge around Beijing, which will be seen below to impact

its corresponding w fields. The simulated front has, how-

ever, moved about 15min quicker than in the observations

of Fig. 8e.

The simulated Urban-case precipitation patterns in Fig. 14

also correctly track the storm movement toward Beijing up to

1930 LST (Fig. 14e). That position is consistent with its simu-

lated location nearer (but still north of) the city at 1945 LST in

Fig. 12a. The storm has not yet reached Beijing at 1930 LST,

but its outflow already shows divergent flow around the city.

This implies that the subsequent bifurcated precipitation

30min later (Fig. 12c) resulted as the storm followed the al-

ready established divergent flow pattern of Fig. 14e.

Vertical cross sections of projected horizontal velocity

component Vc and of w in the plane of the northwest to

southeast storm movement (red line in Fig. 14c) are shown in

Fig. 15. The 1900 LSTNoUrban-case section (Fig. 15b) shows a

northwesterly synoptic flow component from the surface to the

top of the section (at 6 km) in the region just downwind of

the mountains. Downwind is here defined relative to the

northwesterly to southeasterly storm movement in Fig. 14.

Near-surface speeds (lowest level in section is 200m) in the

northwesterly storm outflow are .10m s21, consistent with

the concurrent high speeds at 10m in Fig. 14b.

The lowest 1 km over the flat terrain southeast of and over

nonurban Beijing shows the weaker southeasterly synoptic

flow of Fig. 14b, capped by a minimum speed transition zone

(centered at 1.5 km) above this zone and extending to the top

FIG. 9. Simulated 10-m wind vectors (1 full barb5 1m s21) and speeds (color shades; m s21) at 1700 LST 22 Jul

for the (a) Urban and (b) NoUrban cases, along with (d) Urban minus NoUrban speed differences (m s21). Also

shown are (c) the observed vectors and speeds. Shown in (d) are the key topographic heights of 200 and 500m

(green lines) and the dashed center line of maximum speed differences. Subjectively located flow vectors (black

arrows) are shown in (a) and (c).
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of the section, the opposite direction (northwesterly) synoptic

flow is again present. Upward motions are triggered in the

region between the western mountains and nonurban Beijing

where the two near-surface flows converge, producing peak

upward speeds (.2m s21) at about 3 km. Weaker upward

motions generally exist on both sides of this zone over much

of the remaining domain.

Corresponding Urban-case vectors (Fig. 15a) generally

show a similar three-layer pattern as well as the area of peak

upward motion. The three vertical layers in Fig. 15 also are

consistent with the observations in the lower 6 km of the

(30 min later) rural BJO radiosonde (Fig. 4), except for the

direction within its near-surface transitional layer (dis-

cussed above).

TheUrban-case confluence zone, however, is farther upwind

of Beijing than in the NoUrban case, consistent with their

relative concurrent 10-m locations in Figs. 14a and 14b. Frontal

retardation even before the storm reaches Beijing is again

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 9, but for 2-m temperature for (a) Urban, (b) NoUrban case, (c) observations, and (d) Urban

minus NoUrban case.

FIG. 11. Vertical cross section of UHI values (positive red areas)

at 1700 LST along the northwest-to-southeast plane depicted be-

low in Fig. 14c, where DT (8C) are simulated values for the Urban

case minus NoUrban case.

TABLE 3. Statistical evaluation ofWRFUrban-case domainwide

mean value for 2-m temperature T (8C) and specific humidity

q (g kg21) and for 10-m wind speed V (m s21) against the corre-

spondingAWS observations during 1500–1700 LST. The bias is the

average difference between the simulated (uWRF) and observed

(Obs) values, RMSE is the root mean-square error, and HR is the

hit rate, with inclusion criteria of 18C for T, 1 g kg21 for q, and

1m s21 for V.

Mean values

Obs uWRF Bias RMSE HR

V (m s21) 1.63 2.49 0.86 1.60 0.57

q (g kg21) 15.62 15.37 20.25 0.75 0.83

T (8C) 30.60 30.87 0.27 1.06 0.67
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FIG. 12. Simulated precipitation values [mm (15min)21] at (a),(b) 1945; (c),(d) 2000; (e),(f) 2015; and

(g),(h) 2030 LST 22 Jul for (left) the Urban case and (right) the NoUrban case.
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consistent with the observations of sea breeze and cold fronts

over NYC, both at the surface (Loose and Bornstein 1977) and

within the PBL (Gaffen and Bornstein 1988). Another ex-

ception is the weak (but deep) upward and then downward

motions that form as the low-level flow traverses Beijing from

southeast to northwest. These motions result as the flow first

decelerates at the upwind urban edge (due to its large urban z0)

and then reaccelerates as it leaves the rough city, consistent

with the 10-m wind speed observations in NYC of Bornstein

and Johnson (1977).

The Urban-case vectors at 1930 LST (Fig. 15c) show that the

convergence zone hasmoved to the upwind edge of Beijing and

that the near-surface urban impacts of Fig. 15a are now over-

whelmed by the convergence zone and its w motions. Its po-

sition is, however, consistent with its concurrent surface

location at the downwind urban edge (Fig. 14e), as an area of

maximum frontal upward w should be somewhat intermediate

between the locations of its surface convergence and precipi-

tation areas. This position arises as the warmer air in the

southeasterly flow first starts to rise over the sloping front and

then continues to rise over its sloping surface until it reaches its

maximum upward w and then finally the LCL. The NoUrban-

case section (Fig. 15d) shows its maximum w area directly over

nonurban Beijing, also consistent with its erroneous farther

southeast surface position, for the reasons just given.

The Urban-case west–east (blue line in Fig. 14d) Vc and w

cross section at 1830 LST (Fig. 16a) is about 45min before the

surface front reaches Beijing and when the city is still in the

generally southeasterly near-surface regional flow of Fig. 14c.

The section shows that the upward motions over both Beijing

lateral edges surround an area of equally strong downward

motions over the city center. The peak upward w west of

Beijing is at an elevation of 2 km and is twice as strong

(.0.5 m s21) as the eastern peak. The NoUrban results

(Fig. 16b), in contrast, show regional upward motions over

most of nonurban Beijing.

FIG. 13. Total simulated (1800–2200 LST) precipitation P (mm) on 22 Jul for the (a) Urban and (b) NoUrban

cases and (c) Urban minus NoUrban differences; the black arrow in (a) shows subjectively determined direction of

storm movement, and the green lines in (c) show key topographic heights of 200 and 500m.

TABLE 4. Number and percent of stations with correct, over-

estimated (o/e), and underestimated (u/e) AWS surface accumu-

lated event precipitation from 1800 to 2200 LST. Values are given

within five TSS classes, each of which is defined by a minimum

event precipitation value P (mm).

P (mm)

Accuracy $0.1 $5 $10 $25 $50

TSS value 0.75 0.39 0.31 0.37 0.22

Percent of correct stations 80 38 27 13 3

No. of correct stations 126 48 31 9 1

Percent of o/e stations 18 48 57 79 90

No. of o/e stations 29 62 65 55 27

Percent of u/e stations 2 14 16 8 7

No. of u/e stations 2 18 18 6 2

Total No. of stations 157 128 114 70 30
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The eastern upward motion area in Fig. 16a is consistent

with the small area of simulated 10-m convergence (30min

later in Fig. 14a) from the east–west components of the di-

vergent flow out from Beijing. The stronger western upward

motion area is likewise consistent with the likewise small area

of convergence flow out of Beijing to the west; the westerly w

maximum could be augmented by topographic influences.

The 1930 LST Urban-case (Fig. 16c) section is at the time

when the surface front passes Beijing, which places the city in

the post frontal northwesterly flow of Fig. 14e, but with the

precipitation area still to its north. The section shows that the

upward motions on either side of the city have increased in

magnitude (.2.5m s21) with the western maximum still cen-

tered at 1.5 km. The downward motions over the city have

also increased in magnitude, reaching an absolute magnitude

. 1m s21 near a height of 3 km. The corresponding NoUrban

results (Fig. 16d) again move the storm too far over nonurban

Beijing, consistent with the erroneous results of Fig. 12e. This

location also thus causes in the erroneous strong upward mo-

tions over its center.

FIG. 14. Simulated 10-m wind vectors (1 full barb5 1m s21) at (a),(b) 1900; (c),(d) 1915; and (e),(f) 1930 LST 22

Jul for (left) theUrban case and (right) the NoUrban case. Also shown are subjectively located local flows (arrows),

local outflow confluence zones (brown lines), simulated 15-min precipitation amounts (mm; red and blue color

shades), topographic heights h (m; green shades), and vertical cross-section planes (blue and red lines) for sub-

sequent figures.
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The urban impacts on the w motions of Fig. 16c formed as

the concurrent northwesterly storm outflow of Fig. 14e first

diverges around Beijing, producing downward motions over

the city center. When the divergent flows thus converge with

the generally undisturbed northerly flow on either side of the

city, the two lateral upward motion areas are produced.

That the storm had not yet reached Beijing in Fig. 16c again

implies that the precipitation pattern of Fig. 13a resulted as the

storm bifurcated as it followed the already established diver-

gent flow pattern of Fig. 14e. The minimum precipitation area

upwind of Beijing in Fig. 13a also thus resulted from the initial

upwind divergence around the city, which produced the

downward motions that suppressed the precipitation in this

area. The two downwind lateral precipitation maxima thus

subsequently formed as the storm regenerated via augmenta-

tion of the natural upward convective stormmotions in the two

lateral reconvergence zones.

5. Conclusions

Observations and WRF simulations were used to study the

life cycle of a summer convective thunderstorm that bifurcated

during its passage over urban Beijing. Results were frequently

presented at 15min intervals, a finer resolution than the 60-min

increment used in most previous such efforts. The storm

occurred during the Beijing SURF field study on 22 July 2015,

and was analyzed by use of temperature, wind, and precipita-

tion data from 150AWS surface observational sites; reflectivity

data from an S-band radar; and a radiosonde sounding. The

study also made use of two simulations, one each with and

without the city.

Specific observational results included Beijing CAPE values

indicative of a weak convective storm. The simulation that

included Beijing matched the main features of the observed

meteorological fields, including weak 10-m winds over Beijing

(,1.5m s21) and a 2-m UHI (,0.58C), one weaker than asso-

ciated with Beijing storm initiation. The observed radar re-

flectivity and surface precipitation data showed a bifurcating

pattern around the city, and thus a minimum accumulation

over the urban core, and in a downwind urban rain-shadow

area, all consistent with previous climatological observations

over Beijing.

As the storm approached Beijing, but was still upwind, only

the simulation with the city showed its surface forward motion

retarded, in agreement with observations over NYC. As it

moved forward, its simulated 10-m outflow converged with the

regional flow, with both diverging around the city. Simulated

vertical cross sections showed that PBL storm movement was

also slowed upwind of Beijing; upward motion on the lateral

sides of the city, where the bifurcated flow converged with the

FIG. 15. Simulated wind vectors at (a),(b) 1900 and (c),(d) 1930 LST 22 Jul in the northwest–southeast (from left

to right) vertical plane (red line of Fig. 14c) for the (left) Urban and (right) NoUrban cases. Vector components are

vertical speed w (m s21, exaggerated by a factor of 5; color shades) and horizontal Vc (defined in the text; m s21;

1 full barb5 1m s21). The black bar indicates theBeijing urban area, the black arrow shows the subjectively located

local 2D streamline, and the gray area is topography.
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undisturbed background flow; and downward motion over its

core to 3 km.

The bifurcated flow pattern thus provided a preexisting

pathway for the subsequently bifurcated precipitating region as

it passed over Beijing. That these urban induced vertical mo-

tions reached to the model top at 6 km provides at least a

partial explanation of how urban buildings can impact storms

with bases far above their rooftop levels. These two results

represent new understandings of how urban areas can impact

the dynamics of such moving summer convective storms.

The observed and simulated precipitation area initially

weakened upwind of the city due to the divergence (and hence

downward motion) in that area, which produced an area of

minimum accumulation just upwind of Beijing. The ob-

served and simulated precipitation area then split around

the city via the preexisting flow bifurcation. They subsequently

restrengthened in the preexisting convergence areas (with their

resulting upward motions) on both sides of Beijing. The

resulting precipitation pattern and amounts from this series of

events were reasonably well simulated only when urbanization

was included in the model, except for underestimated values at

the few stations with high accumulations. This result maybe

partly due to the Urban-case results of a too narrow simulated

downwind bifurcation angle between the two resulting cells.

The study thus represents a contribution to the evolving

literature on urban impacts on summer convective storms.

Additional simulations, however, are needed to overcome

the limitations of the current effort. A finer horizontal grid

resolution, for example, should make it possible to discern

effects from urban induced pressure variations on storm evo-

lution. Future efforts should alsomake use of the now available

gridded Beijing urban building morphological dataset of He

et al. (2019) and other urban parameters. The BEP urbaniza-

tion of the current study should also be linked to the WRF

Building EnergyModel (BEM) urbanization option. Parametric

simulations should also be carried out, for example, without the

western orography and with a varying degree of urban building

densities and thermal characteristics. Additional bifurcation

cases could be investigated in cities of varying sizes in a variety of

topographic settings, and future studies should include 4D

aerosol impacts.

Additional efforts could also investigate the similarities and

differences between naturally splitting storms over homoge-

neous rural terrains (Markowski and Richardson 2010) and

these urban bifurcating storms. As urban building bifurcating

mechanisms are always present, it is important to understand

how and when they may amplify the processes acting on nat-

urally splitting storms to produce the apparent higher observed

frequency of the phenomena over urban areas. This study is

thus only a first step toward a fuller understanding of urban

impacts on bifurcating storms; its data are available at IUM

for use by other research groups.
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